
2—CONNECT 
 
 

We share time and events outside of Life 
Group meetings. 

 
 

PRINCIPLES 
 
Story: Listen to their story through a gospel lens. 
We connect with each other when we understand one another’s stories. When we listen, we 
discover heart, passion, weakness, sin, frustration, joy, failure, and a host of other sacred gifts. 
As we listen to one another, we must do so in the light of the gospel. To hear another’s story is 
to receive a gift but it’s rightly understood through the lens of the gospel. As we listen, we want 
to see their story through the lens of these three questions: 
§ How does their story revealing God’s promise of redemption? 
§ How does their story display the reconciling power of the gospel? 
§ How does their story open the door for the restoration of their identity and calling? 
 
Time: Time together expresses priority. 
Priority is expressed by the way we spend our time. When we spend time together, we give 
people the gift of time, showing them that they matter. To create connection in Life Group 
relationships, we need to help people see the value in showing up to corporate gatherings but 
more importantly, we need to help them see that their time is a gift to others—and a gift from 
others. In a culture deficient of genuine intimacy, the gift of time relays a message of 
commitment and care that can’t be underestimated.  
 
Significance: How we spend time decides the level of intimacy we experience.  
Connection happens when we offer a relationship that’s substantively different what the culture 
offers. If our time with other believers is characterized primarily by conversations and activities 
they can experience in the world, then we’re not offering them something different. The gospel 
promises a qualitatively different relationship, one in which the depth and breadth of life can be 
explored, discussed, and experienced together. As we meet with others, our privilege is to go 
places with them where the gospel wants to make inroads.  
 
Presence: We connect meaningfully when we’re fully present. 
The promise of the Spirit is that God is present with us. Since we’ve received the Holy Spirit, we 
can be fully present with one another. To be fully present means we offer others the best of our 
energies, efforts, affections, and attention. We refuse to let other cares distract with God is 



doing in the present moment. When we live this way, it’s natural to experience meaningful 
connection with others.  
 
Consistency: Connection requires consistency.  
To experience growing connection with others, we must commit ourselves to consistent 
connection. Like the plants in a garden need water consistently, so relationships with those we 
love and serve need consistent attention and care. While we can’t be responsible for others’ 
responses, we can commit ourselves to remain faithfully consistent.  
 

PRACTICES 
 
Examples to connect in Life Group gatherings. 
§ Listen to and tell your past, future, and present stories to one another. 
§ Contact each member weekly by phone. 
§ Share personal life events: birthdays, baby dedications, bar/bat-mitzvahs, graduations, etc.  
§ Members invite those who only attends on Sabbath to Life Group Sabbath dinners. 
§ We sit with one another at corporate gatherings. 
§ Pray with one another. 
 
Examples to connect outside Life Group gatherings. 
§ All members receive invitations to Sabbath dinners and biblical holidays celebrations. 
§ Schedule time to interact with people to encourage, comfort, and exhort: personal meetings, 

family gatherings, phone calls, emails, texts, cards, and so on. 
§ Respond to invitations for shared time with others.  
§ Have other people’s children over and allow your children to go to their homes. 
§ Initiate spontaneous times to enjoy one another’s company through shared interests.  
§ Pray with one another. 
 
 
 


